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About This Game

Only the foolhardy would risk an encounter with the unknown perils that lurk in the murky depths of Darkwood Forest. Yet there is
no alternative, for your quest is a desperate race against time to find the missing pieces of the legendary Hammer of Stonebridge –

fashioned by Dwarfs to protect the villagers of Stonebridge against their ancient doom.

Computer gaming was in its infancy and it was the early days of tabletop RPGs when Ian Livingstone's The Forest of Doom
exploded into bookshops in the early 80s, proudly displaying Iain McCaig’s iconic cover.

Relive the adventures in Darkwood Forest, lovingly updated for PC, Mac and Linux. Presented in full colour with realistic
physics-based dice rolling for battles, auto-mapping, an auto-updated adventure sheet and stat keeping.

This Standalone edition of The Forest of Doom gamebook comes specially themed to suit the adventure. The Forest of Doom is
also available to purchase within the Fighting Fantasy Classics library. Please note that purchasing one does not unlock the other

and will need to be re-purchased if desired in the other format.
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Title: The Forest of Doom (Standalone)
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Tin Man Games
Publisher:
Tin Man Games
Franchise:
Fighting Fantasy
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: 2 GHz dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Hardware Accelerated Graphics with dedicated memory

Storage: 350 MB available space

English,French
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I challenge anyone to play this one without a huge smile on thier face. For anyone who likes cheesy 80s music, this song is an
essential purchase. Great for beginners too.. Cheritz makes another great game with interesting characters\/stories,beautiful art
and great music. :). Good game, but they really need to get rid of the idiotic cow-clicker mechanic for the beers. No need for
that junk.. This game is ridiculously adorable for a christmas game. I really enjoyed it - it reminds me of harvest moon on the
gameboy advance SP. super cute....but can't get past the frosty forest still. Maybe a glitch with disorganized santa. but oh well.
lots of fun things to do, tons of little mind game puzzles and whodunits. Buy it!. Cursed Castilla is a very worthy successor to
Ghosts & Goblins! It's much more fair difficulty-wise, much more interesting story-wise, and fits perfectly into that era of video
games with its art style. If you're interested in a Ghosts & Goblines like game, look no further.. Even tough not as popular like
Diablo 2 or Sacred , this game also offers a good hack and slash RPG experience, there are tons of options for character
customization, the story is good and can be played from many perspectives (factions), which also boosts replayabilty. Those who
love the hack'n slash RPG genre should definitely give this a try.
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Root Double is an absolutely exceptional visual novel. It's an amazing mystery and thriller story. The characters are all great,
distinct and their voiceovers are very well done. It explores lots of interesting themes and there is an amazing attention to detail
in every regard. There is a lot of fictional (supernatural) science involved but every part of it is very well thought out and
explained thoroughly which makes it very believable and plausible.

I'm quite new to the world of visual novels. This is my fourth VN and so far I've read a couple of the best ones (Steins;Gate,
Steins;Gate 0 and The Devil on G String) and I thought there were always some plot holes, inconsistencies or fairly unreasonable
dei ex machina in all of them. But not in Root Double. The story is almost perfect and I don't think there are any unreasonable
elements; everything has a reasonable explanation and subtle hints are present from the very beginning that can prod you to
make theories about parts of this vast mystery before the truth is revealed.

I have very few criticisms for Root Double. The story can drag a bit in some parts and suffers from overexposition, but I found
the premise, characters and world engaging enough to enjoy those parts as well. Also, the choice system can be confusing and
sometimes make the result of your choice the exact opposite of what you intended. It can take a lot of trial and error, time or the
help of guides until you can reach the true ending.

But it's so very worth it. I've enjoyed every moment spent playing Root Double immensely.. I keep forgetting I even have this
game.. i just cant this is just i mean please havent my feelings been torn enough this is just

10\/10 too much for me. A brutal, fast-paced, extremely fun and satisying score chaser. The challenges are extremely difficult,
and will really put your skills to the test. The controls are a bit weird, since Akane only swings directly in front of her, but once
you got that down, you feel like such a badass samurai, dodging sword swings, deflecting bullets with timed blocking, and just
slughtering hundreds of baddies with percision and efficiency. Knowing when to use your guns and when to use your swords is
key to survival and big scores. This game is extremely fun, but it certainly isn't perfect. I have some suggestions on stuff I'd like
to see added maybe in later updates or something.

-More arenas: Mega-tokyo is a really pleasing place for the eyes, but after a while it starts to get stale. Maybe adding 2-3 more
stages would spice it up a bit, like the dojo in the tutorial, or the yakuza building or and abondoned warehouse? I dunno...

-Slightly modified HUD: The hud right now is fine, but important stuff like ammo for your gun and sword skill cooldowns are
sort of pushed into the bottom-right corner of the screen, so you'd have to momentarily take your eyes off of the action to see
how many shots you have left or to check the cooldown. Doing this sort of leaves you open, considering how precise you need to
be with your shots and sword swings, and I occasionally miss and die

-Different arena layouts: This one may seem a bit dumb, considering how much the game encourages you to be brave and throw
yourself into the action, but different arena layouts I feel would keep the gameplay fresh a bit more, since cover would be in
different areas every time you play

-Different modes: maybe a time-attack mode? Or a challange mode that gives you different load outs?

-More animations: This one might be too difficult to implement, but I would like to see more animations for the 3-bar super
move. the one we have is cool and all, but, like the arena, it gets a bit old. Especially if you excecute multiple in a row.

-Controller support and constomizable controls

If you like really fun games that you can just fire up and waste time on, Akane is a must-buy. The pixel art is fantastic,
cyberpunk is a cool theme, and it has samurais and swords. Also blood. ALOT of blood. With the ridiclously low price tag of
only 4 dollars, it seems completely unfair that we get a game of this quality. It's a complete bargain of a price.. Okay, I'd like to
start with saying that I absolutely LOVE Woodsy Studios. That being said, this game is really not worth the full price. If this is
your first Woodsy Studios game, PLEASE DON'T JUDGE THEM BASED OFF OF THIS. This was their first game, and that
fact is made evident throughout the gameplay.

I actually couldn't bring myself to finish this game because I lost interest.
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This review is purely my opinion, but I reccommend buying it at a reduced price if you choose to buy it for yourself.

PROS:

.Nice soundtrack

.Variety of characters

.Good overall plan to differentiate it from similar games

.Choose whether MC is male or female

CONS:

.Atrocious illustrations (but you can adjust to them as you play)

.Unrelatable characters/character ambitions not explained or given motive, just emotionlessly change opinions

.Differences in dialogue dependent on when you choose to look into people's minds - as good as this feature could've been, the
MC sometimes acts rude or erratic depending on what they've read in people's minds, and give away what they've learnt through
mind reading; but all the other characters remain aloof, even though there's no way the MC should know half of what they do.

.Only character I actually liked was not in it much and ended up amounting to nothing (yes i'm salty)

.Poorly executed idea, with characters who change frequently and without an obvious reason to

.Boring dialogue (I ended up clicking through a lot of it, which is something I usually try to avoid because I love visual novels)

.Very detailed - I know this is not usually a con, but I sometimes find it is when stories are written too intricately. As someone
with a short attention span, despite the visuals, I still got fidgety. A lot of plot points were explained in an elongated way when
there was no need.

I usually replay games to earn the achievements, but this is a game that I most likely will not replay.

If you want to play Woodsy Studios' more recent games, play Serafina's Crown (which is a bit slow paced at the very beginning,
but you can skip through without missing much) and Echoes of the Fey (which is amazing and ongoing so get into it now so you
can brag to your friends that you played it before them). Really bad game. Wasn't worth it even at 90% off.

Cards go pretty cheap though, so I guess you can consider this game if you're looking to craft cheap badges. Lovelovelove this
game. But I must ask if anyone is having issues playing with anyone else on Steam? I bought this game for my brother and
myself and it keeps saying there is nobody online when according to Steam he is in fact on Junk Jack. I see this is experimental,
but is it running at all? I would love to know as soon as possible! ^^

But, to Pixbits, thank you. I actually was incredibily torn choosing my new phone a few months ago over this game exactly and
saw on the night of my birthday that this was to be released on Steam. Much love to you!!! <3. I couldn't get it to play. I got to a
white screen with a round cursor but no interaction and no images, just a white screen. : (. it is a good game and I suggest getting
it for a few hours of fun. and for me, its nolstalgic. Biggest waste of money ever. Don't buy. Instead invest your time in writing
an angry letter to the devs telling them that this abortion of a game should never have been releeased and they should switch
careers

482 wishlists. 42 days until release. 12.05% toward goal.:
Have you wishlisted our new game yet?

Help us reach our wishlist goal of 4,000 before release! 
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https://store.steampowered.com/app/348910/Faerie_Solitaire_Harvest/. Faerie Solitaire Remastered is released!:
Merry Christmas!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/583930/Faerie_Solitaire_Remastered/

Note that if you're a FS owner you don't need to buy FSR again. We're waiting on Steam to setup the packages properly so that
all FS owners get FSR. This should happen Soon™

Steam achievements are coming as well as cloud saves. We'll add trading cards too as soon as FSR reaches Valve's new
minimum purchases. Mac and Linux builds are coming soon as well.

. Faerie Solitaire Cards Repaint:
First repaint of the cards is done (I've been wanting to do this for over a year+): http://i.imgur.com/KpO3I.png

Note: The sizes of the art on the top are the full sizes, but they will be scaled down a bit to the bottom sizes so that they fit better
on the cards. This art is not final. If you see anything which bugs you please let me know so I can fix it. I see a bunch of stuff
which I want to improve on, but overall I'm pleased with the improvements.

New full size is 750x1070 vs the old full size of 75x107. These cards are 75x107. The new full sized cards will make it possible
to display the cards in game at larger sizes without losing detail. Also, I made sure to paint them at a large enough size to allow
me to get some real decks of cards printed! :D As soon as I get the cards perfect I'll make it possible to buy real decks of FS
cards for a limited of time.. Reminder! Faerie Solitaire Remastered for original owners!:
Our stats show that many of the owners of Faerie Solitaire have not tried Faerie Solitaire Remastered yet. If you own FS then
FSR should be in your account. Please check it out! 

http://store.steampowered.com/app/583930/Faerie_Solitaire_Remastered/. Help us tag FSH!:
Please go to the store page for Faerie Solitaire Harvest and press the + button next to the tags. On the left side, click all tags you
think are correct to confirm them. On the bottom right, enter/add any tags you think are appropriate but missing from the list.

Tags are incredibly important for discovery on Steam so if you want to help us out this is a small thing you can do that can have
a big impact! And don't forget to wishlist if you have not yet!  

https://store.steampowered.com/app/348910/Faerie_Solitaire_Harvest/. 1,786 wishlists. 21 days until release. 44.65% toward
goal.:
Faerie Solitaire Harvest is almost here for everyone!  Wishlist!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/348910/Faerie_Solitaire_Harvest/

Though we won't reach 100% toward goal without a miracle we are still super grateful for your support!

Thank you! 

Next game we publish on Steam we'll have the coming soon page live for longer so hopefully we can reach our goal next time!

. 1,887 wishlists. ?? days until release. 94.35% toward goal.:
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Wishlist!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/348910/Faerie_Solitaire_Harvest/

We're making the release date a little sooner. All we'll say for now is the game will come to you sooner than before! 

Our new goal is 2k wishlists! It should be possible to get before our new release date! 
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